Viscoelasticity: Applied to safe travels, no matter where the road takes you.

3M™ VHB™ Tape

See it to believe it.
www.3m.ca/3Mvhbtape
Building vehicles that deliver.

When you’re building vehicles that deliver people and packages, every part must be assembled with the greatest of care. Unfortunately rivets and screws don’t always stand the test of time. 3M™ VHB™ Tape can help create designs you can depend on.

Disperses stress.
Mechanical fasteners can create stress points that can be vulnerable to bends and breaks. 3M™ VHB™ Tape creates continuous bonds that help distribute stress across the entire bonding area.

Fastens seamlessly.
Rivets and screws can leave unsightly marks that can degrade your designs. 3M™ VHB™ Tape can help create a smooth finish with no trace of pocks or punctures.

Protects from extreme elements.
Heat, cold, humidity, rain, and – of course – snow storms. 3M™ VHB™ Tape offers mechanical and chemical properties that can help endure whatever the harsh Canadian climate throws at you.

Learn more...
Learn how a specialty vehicle manufacturer in Vaughan, Ontario is saving 20% on material costs and 20-30% on labour time by switching to 3M™ VHB™ Tape.
www.3m.ca/3Mvhbtape